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Abstract
Given a combinatorial design D with block set B, its block-intersection graph GD is the graph having vertex set B such that
two vertices b1 and b2 are adjacent if and only if b1 and b2 have non-empty intersection. In this paper, we prove that if D is a
pairwise balanced design, PBD(v,K, ), with arbitrary index 1 and maxKminK, then GD contains a cycle of each length
 = 3, 4, . . . , |V (GD)|.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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At a meeting of the American Mathematical Society in Honolulu in 1987, Ron Graham made a remark that spurred a
line of research involving cycles in block-intersection graphs [2]. There has since been a steady progression of results,
applying to block-intersection graphs constructed from more general designs, and also strengthening the properties
that the graphs possess.
Most designs for which block-intersection graphs have been studied are pairwise balanced designs of some form or
another. A pairwise balanced design PBD(v,K, ) is an ordered pair (V ,B), where V is a set of v points and B is a
collection of subsets of V known as blocks such that every pair of points of V occurs in exactly  blocks ofB. There is
an additional requirement that the cardinality of each block of the design be an element of the setK.
ShouldK happen to have a single element, say k, then the PBD is in the subclass of balanced incomplete block
designs, being a BIBD(v, k, ). BIBD’s for which k = 3 are known as triple systems, and if the index  is restricted to
be 1 then the design is a Steiner triple system, STS(v). For further information on combinatorial designs, the reader is
referred to [8].
The block-intersection graph of a design D = (V ,B) is the graph GD having B as its vertex set, and in which
two vertices are adjacent if and only if their corresponding blocks share at least one point of V. The earliest results
concerning cycles in block-intersection graphs demonstrated that every BIBD(v, k, ) with v4k/(4−1) and every
PBD(v,K, 1) with maxK2minK has a Hamiltonian block-intersection graph [2,6].
AgraphG,with vertex setV (G), is said to bepancyclic if it contains a cycle of length for each ∈ {3, 4, . . . , |V (G)|}.
Alspach and Hare, in 1991, showed that every BIBD(v, k, 1) with k3 has an edge-pancyclic block-intersection graph
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[1], meaning that not only is the graph pancyclic, but each edge is contained within a cycle of every possible length.
A few years later Hare published the more general result that the same property is possessed by the block-intersection
graph of every PBD(v,K, 1) with minK3 [4].
Aside from an early result of Horák and Rosa [6] pertaining to BIBD block-intersection graphs, none of these initial
results applied to designs having index  greater than 1. Recently it was proved that every BIBD(v, k, ) has a pancyclic
block-intersection graph [7]. It has also been shown that the 1-block-intersection graph of any triple system (i.e., any
BIBD(v, 3, )) on v12 points is Hamiltonian [5]; the i-block-intersection graph is deﬁned in a similar manner to the
standard block-intersection graph except that instead of deﬁning adjacency by intersecting blocks, adjacent blocks are
required to have exactly i points in common.
In this paper we extend the results presented in [7] for BIBD’s with arbitrary index  to a pancyclic result concerning
PBD’s with arbitrary index . As our main result we prove that the block-intersection graph of any PBD(v,K, ) is
pancyclic, provided that the largest block of the design has cardinality at most  times that of the smallest block. If 
should equal 1, then this restriction implies that our PBD is in fact a BIBD(v, k, 1) for some integer k. In this case, if
k3 then the result follows from [1], and if k = 2 then it follows from [9]. We hereafter focus on the situation in which
2.
We begin by showing that PBD block-intersection graphs have small cycles, involving lengths from 3 to , inclusive,
where we let  denote the cardinality of a maximum set of independent vertices in the block-intersection graph. We
consider the case of even-length and odd-length cycles separately, starting with the even case.
Lemma 1. LetD= (V ,B) be a PBD(v,K, ) with 2 and maxKminK. If GD contains an independent set
A of vertices such that |A|2, then GD has a cycle of length 2|A| containing each vertex of A.
Proof. We ﬁrst consider the case in which |A| = 2. Let A = {a1, a2} and let p1 (resp. p2) be a point in a1 (resp. a2).
Clearly p2 /∈ a1 and p1 /∈ a2 since a1 and a2 are independent. Now, since 2 there must exist at least two vertices in
GD that contain the pair {p1, p2}; call them b1 and b2. Since a1 and a2 are both adjacent to each of b1 and b2, GD
contains the 4-cycle (a1, b1, a2, b2).
Now assume |A|> 2 and let A= {a1, a2, . . . , ai}. Denote maxK by K and minK by k. For each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i},
let âj be an arbitrary, but ﬁxed, k-subset of aj .
Let A1 ={(aj , aj+1)|1j i} where for convenience we let ai+1 =a1. Construct a bipartite graph B1 having vertex
set A1 ∪ (B−A), and in which a vertex (aj , aj+1) of A1 is adjacent to a vertex b ∈ (B−A) if and only if âj ∩ b = ∅
and âj+1 ∩ b = ∅. We now seek a matching in B1 that saturates A1, since each edge {(aj , aj+1), b} of such a matching
will correspond to a 2-path (aj , b, aj+1) in GD.
To establish such a matching in B1, we need only to show that Hall’s matching condition is satisﬁed; i.e., that
|S| |N(S)| for each non-empty subset S of A1 [3]. Let S ⊆ A1 and let =|S|. Observe that for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i},
the vertex (aj , aj+1) of S gives rise to precisely k2 pairs of points of the form {p, q} where p ∈ âj and q ∈ âj+1. Let
P =⋃j=1 {{p, q} : p ∈ âj , q ∈ âj+1}. Note that each of the k2 pairs of points from P occurs  times among the
blocks of B − A, and any block of B − A that contains such a pair of points is a neighbour of (aj , aj+1) in B1. The
blocks of N(S) collectively contain all k2 instances of such pairs of points that are formed from the  vertices of S.
Since each block contains a given point at most once, it is trivial to see that each block of B− A holds at most k2
pairs of points from P. In the case that , we ﬁnd that
|N(S)| k
2
k2
= = |S|
and hence Hall’s condition is satisﬁed.
Now assume that > . We wish to determine an upper bound on the number of instances of pairs of points fromP
that could possibly occur in a single block. If this bound should be at most 2k2/, it would then follow that
|N(S)| k
2(
2k2

) = 2

>


= = |S|
and we would once again have satisﬁed Hall’s condition.
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Let b be an arbitrary block, and suppose that b contains xj points from âj , for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }. The number of
pairs of points fromP that are contained in b is f =∑j=1 xjxj+1, where for convenience we let x+1 = x1. We now
have a multivariable calculus problem: determine the maximum value of f given the constraints that each variable is
non-negative and
∑
j=1 xj  |b|. The solution of this problem is a moderate exercise, for which we ﬁnd that a maximum
value for f is attained when x1 = x2 = · · · = x = |b|/. Given that |b|Kk, we therefore have an upper bound on
the number of pairs from P that a single block might contain: f 
∑
j=1 (k/)2, which simpliﬁes to the bound that
we sought to obtain.
Having now satisﬁed Hall’s condition, let the edges {(aj , aj+1), bj }, j = 1, 2, . . . , i, comprise a matching in B1 that
saturates A1. Then (a1, b1, a2, b2, . . . , ai, bi) is a 2|A|-cycle in GD, containing each vertex in A. 
Lemma 2. If D = (V ,B) is a PBD(v,K, ) with 2 and maxKminK, then GD contains a cycle of every
odd length from 3 to (2− 1).
Proof. If = 1, then GD is a complete graph and is therefore pancyclic. Hence we assume that 2.
We begin by considering the replication number rp of an arbitrary point p ∈ aj , for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, where
A = {a1, a2, . . . , a} is a maximum independent set of vertices in GD.
Denote maxK by K and minK by k. Note that there are at least (− 1)k points in (⋃i=1 ai) − aj , each of which
must occur  times with p in the blocks ofB−A. Also, each block inB−A that contains the point p can have at most
K − 1 pairs of the form {p, q}, where q ∈ (⋃i=1 ai) − aj . Noting that p occurs exactly once in the blocks of A, we
have
rp
(− 1)k
K − 1 + 1
(− 1)k
k − 1 + 1>
(− 1)k
k
+ 1 = .
Therefore rp > , and since rp is an integer it follows that rp+ 1. Since p occurs in exactly one block of A, p must
occur in the blocks of B− A at least  times.
Since rp+ 1 and 2, p occurs in at least three blocks and so it is clear that GD has a cycle of length 3.
Now, for each t ∈ {2, 3, . . . , − 1}, let At = {a1, a2, . . . , at } be a t-subset of A. Using Lemma 1, construct a cycle
C2t of length 2t such that C2t contains each vertex of At . More speciﬁcally, let C2t = (a1, b1, a2, b2, . . . , at , bt ) and
now ﬁx p ∈ a1 ∩ b1. Note that p occurs in only one of the blocks a1, a2, . . . , at , but might occur in each of the t blocks
b1, b2, . . . , bt . Hence p can occur in at most t + 1 of the blocks that comprise the vertices of C2t . But t <  and so p
occurs in C2t fewer than + 1 times. Since rp+ 1, then there must be some block, say b, ofB−⋃ti=1 {ai, bi} that
also contains p. We now use b to form a cycle of length of 2t + 1: (a1, b, b1, a2, b2, . . . , at , bt ). 
Before proceeding to our main result, we also require a lemma regarding some of the internal structure of the
block-intersection graph.
Lemma 3. LetD=(V ,B) be a PBD(v,K, )with 2 andmaxKminK. Let A be a set of independent vertices
in GD, and let x ∈ (B− A). Then in GD there exists a set of |A| internally disjoint paths of length at most 2 from x to
A such that the interior vertices of the 2-paths are adjacent.
Proof. Let A = {a1, a2, . . . , ai} be a set of independent vertices, x ∈ (B− A), and p ∈ x.
For the ﬁrst of two cases, assume that A ∪ {x} is independent. Construct the bipartite graph B3 having vertex set
A ∪ (B− (A ∪ {x})), in which a vertex aj ∈ A is adjacent to b ∈ B− (A ∪ {x}) if and only if aj ∩ b = ∅ and p ∈ b.
It now sufﬁces to show that in B3 there exists a matching that saturates A, since each edge {aj , b} of such a matching
in B3 will correspond to a 2-path (aj , b, x) in GD.
Denote maxK by K and minK by k. Since p does not occur in any blocks of A, then for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , i},
each point q ∈ aj must be paired with p exactly  times among the blocks ofB− A. Note that since each such pair of
points contains the point p, then each block of B− A can contain at most K − 1 such pairs.
Let S ⊆ A and let  = |S|. Then the vertices of S give rise to at least k such pairs of points, each of which must
be contained in blocks of N(S). It follows that:
|N(S)| k
K − 1
k
k − 1 >
k
k
= = |S|.
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Since Hall’s condition is satisﬁed, B3 has a matching that saturates A, and so when A ∪ {x} is independent there are
internally disjoint 2-paths from x to every vertex in A such that the interior vertices of the 2-paths each contain p and
are therefore adjacent.
Now assume that A∪{x} is not independent. Without loss of generality, let A′={a1, a2, . . . , a} be the set of vertices
in A that are not adjacent to x and let {a+1, a+2, . . . , ai} be the set of vertices in A that are adjacent to x. Now A′ ∪ {x}
is a set of independent vertices in GD, and from our ﬁrst case we know that there are internally disjoint 2-paths from x
to every vertex in A′ such that the interior vertices are adjacent. 
We now present our main result.
Theorem 1. If D= (V ,B) is a PBD(v,K, ) with 2 and maxKminK, then GD is pancyclic.
Proof. First observe that from Lemmata 1 and 2 we know that GD has cycles of every length from 3 to 2, so it is
cycles longer than 2 that we subsequently consider.
Let A= {a1, a2, . . . , a} be a maximum set of independent vertices in GD, and suppose that C is a cycle in GD that
contains each vertex of A. If C is not a Hamilton cycle, then we proceed to construct a cycle C′ having length one more
than C, such that C′ contains each vertex of A. By initially using Lemma 1 to select such a cycle C of length 2, and
then iterating this process, we establish that GD is pancyclic.
So, given such a cycle C that is not a Hamilton cycle and which contains each vertex of A, let x ∈ B be a vertex not
contained in the cycle C. Using Lemma 3, we obtain a set of  paths of length at most 2 such that each pair of paths has
only the vertex x in common and such that the interior vertices of the 2-paths are pairwise adjacent. Since there might
be a combination of 1-paths and 2-paths, without loss of generality we let {a1, a2, . . . , a} be the set of vertices of A
that are distance 2 from x and we let {a+1, a+2, . . . , a} be the set of vertices of A that are adjacent to x. For each
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, let the 2-path obtained from Lemma 3 between x and ai be (x, bi, ai). Some of the interior vertices
of these 2-paths might be on the cycle C, while others are not. Accordingly, we can assume without loss of generality
that the vertices {b1, b2, . . . , b} are on C and the vertices {b+1, b+2, . . . , b} are not on the cycle.
Fix an orientation of the cycle C and, referring to this orientation, let z+ denote the vertex of C subsequent
to the vertex z of C, and let z+2 denote the vertex of C subsequent to the vertex z+. Now consider the set S =
{x, b+1 , b+2 , . . . , b+, a+2+1, a+2+2, . . . , a+2 , a++1, a++2, . . . , a+ } of vertices in GD. Clearly b+i = b+j whenever i = j ,
a+i = a+j whenever i = j and a+2i = a+2j whenever i = j . Also b+i = a+k and a+2j = a+k whenever i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,},
j ∈ {+1,+2, . . . , } and k ∈ {+1, +2, . . . , }. Also, x /∈ {b+1 , b+2 , . . . , b+, a+2+1, a+2+2, . . . , a+2 , a++1, a++2,
. . . , a+ }.
However, possibly b+i = a+2j for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,} and some j ∈ { + 1, + 2, . . . , }, in which case we
form the cycle C′ by removing from C the edge {aj , bi} and replacing it with the 2-path (aj , bj , bi).
Otherwise, we may now assume that |S| = + 1. Hence S cannot be a set of independent vertices and so there must
exist an edge between some pair of vertices of S. Nine cases result:
(1) If x and b+i are adjacent, where 1 i, then we constructC′ by removing the edge {bi, b+i } fromC and replacing
it with the 2-path (bi, x, b+i ).
(2) If x and a+2i are adjacent, where  + 1 i, then we construct C′ by removing the 2-path (ai, a+i , a+2i ) from
C and replacing it with the 3-path (ai, bi, x, a+2i ).
(3) If x and a+i are adjacent, where  + 1 i, then we construct C′ by removing the edge {ai, a+i } from C and
replacing it with the 2-path (ai, x, a+i ).
(4) If b+i and b+j are adjacent, where 1 i and 1j, then we construct C′ by removing the edges {bi, b+i }and
{bj , b+j } from C and inserting the edge {b+i , b+j } as well as the 2-path (bi, x, bj ).
(5) If b+i and a+2j are adjacent, where 1 i and+1j, then we construct C′ by removing the edge {bi, b+i }
and the 2-path (aj , a+j , a
+2
j ) from C and inserting the edge {b+i , a+2j } and the 3-path (bi, x, bj , aj ).
(6) If b+i and a+j are adjacent, where 1 i and +1j, then we construct C′ by removing the edges {bi, b+i }
and {aj , a+j } from C and inserting the edge {b+i , a+j } and the 2-path (bi, x, aj ).
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(7) If a+2i and a+2j are adjacent, where+1 i and+1j, then we construct C′ by removing the 2-paths
(ai, a
+
i , a
+2
i ) and (aj , a
+
j , a
+2
j ) from C and inserting the edge {a+2i , a+2j } and the 4-path (ai, bi, x, bj , aj ).
(8) If a+2i and a+j are adjacent, where  + 1 i and  + 1j, then we construct C′ by removing the edge
{aj , a+j } and the 2-path (ai, a+i , a+2i ) from C and inserting the edge {a+2i , a+j } and the 3-path (ai, bi, x, aj ).
(9) If a+i and a+j are adjacent, where  + 1 i and  + 1j, then we construct C′ by removing the edges
{ai, a+i } and {aj , a+j } and inserting the edge {a+i , a+j } and the 2-path (ai, x, aj ).
Note that in each case (even in the cases in which we remove a 2-path from C), each vertex of A is contained within
the new cycle C′. 
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